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Abstract. A key issue in software engineering is the repeatable and rapid
transition of software models into executable code. We have been faced with
the specific problem to produce behavioral code from a UML State Diagram in
the context of Enterprise Distributed Object Computing. Rather than associate
code templates with the meta model elements of a StateMachine, we represent
the StateMachine through a micro architecture based on design patterns
represented as newly created model elements. The Object Constraint Language
is used to specify these newly created model elements. From this specific
solution (StateLator) we infer the generalized mechanism of a Model
Transformation that algorithmically captures a transformation from a higher to
a lower abstraction level in a software model and hence makes this process
flexible and repeatable.

1   Introduction

 Significant effort in software engineering is spent on the evolution of a software
model into an executable implementation. Evolving a model is necessary because a
large number of model constructs on the higher levels of abstraction do not map
directly onto low level, programming language constructs. This problem can be
addressed from two sides: Bottom-up, by extending programming environments
through architectural layers [1], frameworks [2], or language extensions [3]. Top-
down, by either elaborating or transforming the model until it can directly be mapped
onto a programming language. The resulting effort has two primary causes. First, the
large number of suitable solutions is embedded in an even larger number of
unsuitable solutions. In practice, due to the large number of problem parameters, it is
often difficult to predict in advance whether a solution is suitable or unsuitable.
Second, similar evolution steps have to be applied for a large number of similar
constructs. The significant part of this evolution is still of elaborational nature based
on a “best-practices” approach, resulting in time consuming and error prone activities.
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In this paper we present a mechanism that we refer to as Model Transformation to
support the top-down approach.

This mechanism is derived from a solution to the particular problem in the domain
of Enterprise Distributed Object Computing (EDOC), namely to generate behavioral
code from a StateMachine in a UML model. Behavioral code generation demonstrates
the strength of the Model Transformations mechanism in two ways. First, behavioral
code generation is not well supported within current modeling tools, specifically not
in EDOC. Secondly, the results of applying the transformation are clearly visible
within the generated code. Generation of behavioral code is not, per se, the innovative
aspect discussed here. Translations from a state diagram to executable code exist for
various programming languages and target architectures. The main difference is that
in contrast to directly creating a low level implementation target, the presented
approach translates StateMachine related model constructs into a semantically
equivalent micro architecture on the UML model level. The created model elements
in turn can be directly mapped into a program language. This mapping can then be
realized through the code generation function of any standard tool. This particular
Model Transformation has been implemented as a prototype (StateLator), which
allows us to discuss experience gained with this approach. A further aspect of our
discussion is dedicated to the representation of the Model Transformation. As
described, the result of applying the Model Transformation is a set of newly created
model elements, or meta model instances. We show how the Object Constraint
Language (OCL), which is part of the UML specification, can be used to specify
these model elements.

The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of the introduction, we define
some terms and present related work. The main presentation is divided into two major
parts. The first part presents StateLator, the specific instance of a Model
Transformation, the second part the generalized mechanism. We believe that both
abstraction levels are equally important. At the end we summarize our findings and
look at future work. The discussion throughout the paper is restricted to UML1

models. Given its evolution into the most widely practically applied modeling lan-
guage since its acceptance through the OMG, this is not seen as a limitation. The
prerequisite for the application of the concept in general, though, is accessibility to
the underlying meta model.

We use the following terms throughout this paper in the meaning defined here. We
refer to the process of creating a lower level abstraction from a higher level ab-
straction as Evolution or synonymously as Transition. These terms do not imply how
this process is performed. Elaboration is then defined as a manual evolution and
Transformation, or synonymously Translation, as an automated evolution, captured
by an algorithm. The terms alone do not suggest any implementation technique.
Architecture generally refers to the system level of design, addressing structural
issues of component compositions and mechanisms [4]. We use the term though in
the sense of a micro-architecture [5], as we feel that the term object-oriented design
(see [6]) does not suffice to address the organization of structures at this level.

                                                          
1 in Version 1.1, where not explicitly stated otherwise.
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 Fig. 1. The StateMachine represents the behavioral specification of the RentalCar class

The work on StateCharts [7] provides the basis for StateLator. We use some of the
semantic ambiguities, [8] and [9], to show the flexibility of StateLator. The basic
ideas for the application of pattern based program design can be recognized in the
work of many other researchers and practitioners. The work of [1] can now be said to
have entered mainstream software development [11]. In contrast to the manual
evolution of such pattern architectures, we recommend the automated induction
through the Model Transformation. [12] provides a description of an automated
solution, that is based on design pattern transformation. The focus of this work is the
maintenance cycle, it requires the code to be reverse engineered into a class diagram
(our model level) in order to retrospectively apply automated primitive
transformations. Where we recommend the use of OCL as a standardized language
for syntax and semantics, a proprietary transformation language is used, in which
only the syntax of the primitives is expressed. The Model Transformation approach
allows for traceability, model consistency and integrity of different models, e.g. [13],
describes how different software development artifacts can be linked and kept
consistent. The need to address these requirements manifests itself in the software
development practice and has triggered a number of practical recommendations,
specific to UML, in [14] and [15]. In contrast to the latter procedural solutions, we
present with the Model Transformation an algorithmic approach on the model level.
In a number of places we refer to the work of Shlaer/Mellor [16], [17], [18]. Central
to their object oriented approach is the method of Recursive Design. Recursive
Design is focusing on an automated transition of an analysis model through a design
(architecture) model into an implementation with strong emphasis on the
autogeneration of the code as a final step. The automation is achieved through
Transformation Rules, which transform the conceptual entities into instances of the
architectural objects and further architectural entities into archetype code (instances
of code templates).
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A typographic note: Words with special meaning in the context of the presented
examples are printed in capitalized one-word base font (DefinedClass). General
multi-word technical terms are printed capitalized (Model Transformation). Where
necessary, elements of the UML meta model are printed in capitalized one-word
Courier font (StateMachine) to emphasize their UML semantics.

2   StateLator - Behavioral Code Generation

 It is the authors’ experience that very little behavioral (or dynamic) modeling takes
place within most software development projects, especially in the area of EDOC.
Powerful modeling techniques, such as StateChart Diagrams2 as a visual representa-
tion of a StateMachine, are seldom used to their full potential. The authors
believe that a principle reason is the inability of most CASE tools to generate
behavioral code. Further, some software processes, such as the Rational Unified
Process [19], indicate, incorrectly in our view, that most entity objects should not be
modeled through State Diagrams, declaring them to dumb and data heavy objects.
Based on our experience much more attention should be paid to State Diagrams in
EDOC. This has been summarized by [2], page 287 concisely as “StateMachines are
efficient, simple, adaptable and understandable”. A StateMachine can be used to
specify the dynamics of instances of classes, use cases, or the entire system. We
restrict our approach to the dynamics of a class, which is probably the most common
use [9]. In order to encourage this use in our projects, we were investigating flexible
possibilities to integrate behavioral code generation with an existing tool. The result is
StateLator, a utility that transforms a UML model to provide a low level design
abstraction for a StateMachine.

In this part we introduce the specific problem that StateLator addresses through an
example. This is followed by an explanation of the micro architecture we use to
represent a StateMachine. We then show how OCL can be used to specify a Model
Transformation followed by the description of the prototype implementation.

2.1   Example “Rental Car”

This section demonstrates with an example how a StateMachine can be represented
on a lower abstraction level through a set of meta model instances, i.e. we present a
possible micro architecture for the executability of a StateMachine.

Fig. 1 shows the State Diagram of the RentalCar class (DefinedClass3), which is
shown in the context with a RentalCarClient in Fig. 2. It is the result of the entity
specification of an analyst. This specification would normally be manually translated

                                                          
2  We abbreviate StateChart Diagrams as State Diagrams.
3 DefinedClass in the sense that it is the class whose behavior is semantically defined by the

State Diagram.
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into the programming language of choice. StateLator transforms the RentalCar class
and the underlying StateMachine into a set of new model elements.

 

 

RentalCarClient
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+ creditBonusPoints()

RentalCar

RatePerDay : double = 100
Id : String = "00000"

- doPromotion()
- logLeavingPremise()
- unregister()

0..10..*

+RentedBy

0..10..*

rentedby >

 Fig. 2. A static specification for the RentalCar class

The output of the transformation is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We use the
StateMachine to derive the protocol, the Operations and the Methods. The
latter will be possible, if the modeler has attached Actions and Events to
Transitions. We restrict triggering Events to represent CallEvents, which
allows us to specify Operations as shown in Fig. 3. We have chosen this approach
as most programming languages support the concept of an operation natively.
Operations with the Stereotype <<SMGenerated>>4 are created by StateLator (e.g.
decommission()). Fig. 4 shows the pattern based architecture for the execution model
of the StateMachine. We chose to create the new classes within the scope of the
RentalCar class and thereby achieved unobtrusiveness and also addressed potential
namespace issues. Model elements created in this way are static and can be easily
translated into a programming language. This translation (code generation) is
provided by most tools.

Fig. 3. StateLator transforms the static business specification and the StateMachine
into an enriched static implementation specification

                                                          
4 The Stereotype is used here to indicate the Tagged Value of SMGenerated = true. It is

actually not used in the implementation, but used here merely for ease of presentation.
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The exception, in this case RentalCarStateException, is used to indicate a violation
of the protocol, following the semantics that unexpected events are not tolerated [8].
The identification of the model elements that have been created by the Model
Transformation is based on the UML concept of Tagged Values. The identification is
required in order to be able to identify the created model elements for any subsequent
re-application of StateLator, especially, if the State Diagram has changed.

2.2   State Pattern - Codification through Abstractions

 We chose to employ the State Pattern as a micro architecture in order to compose the
larger architecture of a StateMachine. This architecture is a UML abstraction of a
StateMachine in a low level design target independent of a programming language.
There are several derivations on the state pattern as presented in [21]. A very detailed
description can be found in [22].
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 Fig. 4. A micro pattern architecture represents the output of the transformation for StateLator

 Based on the forces and the design goals the “Pure State Pattern” has been chosen.
This allows a separation of the “pure” behavior into the class responsible for the
transition (PureStateClass) and the state information (DefinedClass). The StateClass
can be re-used for all instances of the DefinedClass. StateLator uses the State Pattern
as a proven architecture and applies this architecture recursively to composite states
(StateMachines). This provides an architecture that is both resilient and adaptable.
Consistency and standardization in the overall design follows through a wide spread
application of this architecture in the overall system wide design.
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2.3   Model Transformation Specification

In the previous sections we presented the “RentalCar” example and demonstrated the
application of our chosen architecture. It now remains for us to define, how the new
model elements relate to the existing elements. It is necessary to specify the Model
Transformation, which will capture the creation of this architecture algorithmically.
In this section we introduce the vocabulary and techniques that allow us to capture
this specification. The focus is primarily the specification of the resulting meta model
instances, the declarative aspect, not so much the programmatic aspect. We use OCL
[23] as the specification language, and demonstrate its usage with an excerpt from
StateLator. In section 3.2 we discuss the motivation for OCL as well as its limitations.

Any non-trivial transformation such as StateLator, cannot generally be presented
as one single large specification. It becomes unmanageable. Hence, we show first,
how this single specification can be split into smaller manageable specifications. This
makes the overall approach scaleable and allows for the re-use of specifications.
Therefore we represent the Model Transformation through sub-transformations.

A Model Transformation can be represented as a function:

f: uml → uml. (1)

where uml is an instance of a UML model represented by its meta model instances.
We can choose to represent the Model Transformation by a sequence of functions:

fReferenceName: uml → uml. (2)

referred to as sub-functions.  f can then be represented as:

f = fReferenceName   ° .. °  fReferenceName i  , i ∈ N.
(3)

We represent the UML model uml in a Model Transformation function f and
fReferenceName through a specific meta model element. This provides the context element
for the related OCL expressions. However, this does not limit the accessibility to any
other model elements5, because of the defined associations in the UML meta model
and the navigability along those associations. Only a coverage analysis of all
individual Model Transformation functions would allow a statement about the subset
of the UML model that is required to perform the transformation. For practical
purposes this is an important analysis, as e.g. larger models are generally segregated
for change management.

As indicated above, it is not our goal to present the complete specification for the
Model Transformations for StateLator here. Instead Table 1 provides a high level
overview of the main sub-functions, represented by their context element and the
created model elements.

                                                          
5 In case of StateLator, the context element is a meta model instance of type Class. This
Class does not necessarily contain all Classes that represent the type of an
AssociationEnd in an Association with the context class, although they are
required for the specification.
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Table 1. Model Transformation Summary

Context Element Transformation Result Elements
StateMachine Exception (state exception)

Class (storage container class)
Attribute (storage space)

State Class (abstract state pattern class)
Nested State Class (state pattern class)

Generalization (between parent state
pattern class and nested state pattern class)

Transition / CallEvent Operation (on the entity class)
History (nested
PseudoState)

Attribute (storage space)
Class (storage class)

do-ActionSequence Class (thread execution class)
exit-ActionSequence Operation (exit action)
entry-ActionSequence Operation (entry action)

We present the OCL specification in table format. Table 2 presents a self-
contained subset of the transformation function for the context element of a Nested
State. The left hand side of the table shows the attributes and associations of model
elements that will be added to the model with their attributes and associations as
defined by the UML meta model. The right side shows the OCL expressions that
specifies the value of the attribute or the association. The context for the OCL
expressions is the context parameter of the transformation sub-function. A pre-
condition at the top of the table indicates, if this function is applicable for a specific
context instance. Multiple output elements of the same meta model type are
unambiguously identified by a reference number (Ref.). In order to refer to an output
meta model element of another transformation function, we use the following
function:

mme(fReferenceName, metaModelElement, id). (4)

where fReferenceName is the referenced function, and id is the reference number assigned to
the meta model element instance of type metaModelElement in the transformation
table of that function.

In order to simplify the presentation, the following OCL functions are defined for
the presented example:

State.getLevel():Integer,
post: result = if parent->isEmpty() Then 1 Else parent.getLevel() + 1 endif.

(5)

State.getTopState():State,
post: result = if parent->isEmpty() Then self Else parent.getTopState() endif.

(6)
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Integer.asString():String,
post: result = “returns the String representation of the Integer”.

(7)

MTUtility.unique (context:String):Integer,
post: return = “unique number in the context context”.

(8)

The following steps determine a basic algorithm for the Model Transformation,
where the dependency is defined based on the usage of mme. First, resolve any cyclic
dependencies between the sub-functions. Second, order the sub-functions based on
the dependency relation to produce an execution order. Third, create the model
elements that satisfy the OCL specifications for the sub-functions in that order by
iterating over, potentially multiple, instances of the context elements associated with
those OCL specifications.

Table 2. OCL specification for a context element of State

CONTEXT ELEMENT: STATE
fNestedState( S: State) pre-condition: not parent->isEmpty()

Class - Ref:

Name name.concat( “_”).
concat( getLevel().asString()).concat(“_”).
concat(MTUtility.unique(“STATES”).asString())

IsActive False
isRoot False
isLeaf not oclIsTypeOf( CompositeState)
isAbstract False
stereotype “Singleton”
feature feature->append(mme(fNestedState(self) , Attribute, ))

Attribute - Ref:

name “theParent”
changeable #frozen
initialvalue mme(fNestedState(self), Generalization, ).supertype
multiplicity “1..1”
type mme(fState(getTopState()) , Class, )6

Generalization - Ref:
discrimantor “”
supertype mme(fNestedState (parent), Class, )
subtype mme(fNestedState(self), Class, )

                                                          
6 This refers to the abstract state class that is created for the top state of the StateMachine.
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2.4   StateLator Implementation

The Model Transformation that generates behavioral code from a State Diagram has
been implemented for the target programming languages Java and C++ using
Rational Rose. The translation of the OCL specification into Rose’s proprietary
scripting API was done manually.
 We feel that StateLator provides sufficient functionality to carry out serious
behavioral modeling that results in an executable implementation. In the light of the
generalization in section 3 we point out the following observations that we made with
the prototype.

Access to the specification of the transformation and ease of modification are
essential. Based on this flexibility it is possible to provide different transformations
with the most appropriate semantics, especially where the semantics are ambiguous,
[9] and [8], new constructs need to be supported7, or we experimented – beyond
parameterization – with the existing architecture.

Various analysis entity classes have been modeled using State Diagrams. With
StateLator it is possible to transform these classes quickly into a proven
implementation pattern without individual elaboration. Making changes and
reapplying the transformation is simple, quick and repeatable.

While moving towards a transformational approach we believe that the role of
reverse and round-trip engineering will reduce in relevance, and probably disappear
completely. Code regions or low level design patterns represent higher abstractions
that cannot be easily derived without significant effort. In the case of StateLator, a
reverse engineering tool would need to be able to re-create a State Diagram from the
program code.

3   Model Transformation Mechanism

 After some experimentation with StateLator, we believe that the mechanism of Model
Transformation has general value for the software development process. A number of
characteristics of Model Transformations allow us to speed up the development
process by making it repeatable and quickly applicable. The first section enumerates
and discusses these characteristics. The majority are demonstrated in the StateLator
example. The section starts with a brief discussion of the current views about the
evolution of models, illustrating two fundamental approaches. We discuss our
findings in the context of each approach. In the second section we illustrate the
benefits of using OCL as the specification language for the Model Transformation.
Finally, we enumerate some other applications for the Model Transformation.

                                                          
7 We added doActivities that have been added in UML1.3 [0]. The implementation

effort was ca. 2 man days. This is insignificant compared to the overhead individual
developers require to add functionality through an “re-inventing the wheel” process.
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3.1   Transformational Approach for Enterprise Distributed Object Computing

 [25] summarizes a discussion of two inherently different approaches to evolve a
model into executable code. Mellor/Lee present three different distinct abstraction
levels (analysis - design/architecture - implementation) that exist independent of each
other, and are related to each other through transformation rules, based on proprietary
languages. Recursive Design is an instance of this approach. Martin/Booch on the
other hand advocate a gradual transition from the highest to the lowest abstraction
level through multiple models. These models are related to each other through
standard object-oriented concepts.

We see the following problem with the former approach. Recursive Design makes
the central assumption that 1% of the code is generated automatically from an object
oriented model, that captures all semantics. Based on this assumption the conclusion
that object-oriented analysis does not imply object-oriented design and
implementation is possible. There are no maintenance requirements for the code
(which is compared in [16], pg. 71, to maintaining the output of a compiler). Though
we can believe that this holds true for embedded or real-time systems development,
where Recursive Design originated, our experience is that the 1% - assumption does
not hold true for EDOC. The issue is, that if the ratio is anything less than 1%, a
programmer is required to navigate, modify and maintain the code. Object oriented
concepts have supported this requirement well in the past. Components, such as
frameworks or databases, are as well often integrated through an object model.
Consequently, we come to the conclusion that the object-oriented paradigm as a
concept should apply to all abstraction levels, leading us to support the latter
approach for a gradual transition. This approach, though, does not make any
statement, concerning how the transition is performed. The majority of the evolution
of a model is carried out through elaboration, thereby limiting the rate of the process.
The Model Transformation complements this approach with the transformational
aspect of Recursive Design and accelerates a gradual process through the following
characteristics.

Automated Repeatable Process. The Model Transformation represents an
specification to evolve a model, respectively specific related meta model instances.
This is a mechanistic task that can be executed automatically and can be applied to a
large number of instances.

Highly Customizable and Adaptable. The Model Transformation is easily
adjustable to accommodate new requirements in the system architecture, to
experiment with different evolution paths or to fine tuning based on experience with
the current implementation. Any changes can then be propagated quickly.

Increased Reliability. The reliability of the resulting lower level abstraction is
improved because it is generated using an individually verifiable, well-testable
pattern. The object oriented paradigm can be used consistently throughout different
abstraction levels.

Capture Experience. Elaborational refinement of models can be captured and
“replayed” through a Model Transformation. This leverages knowledge of
experienced roles. Furthermore it makes it possible to control and maintain policies
and standards.
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Re-use. Re-use is fostered through the use of Model Transformations within
projects and across and organizations. The re-use of Model Transformations makes it
possible to automate “best practices” and to re-use proven architectures.

Addressing Complexity. The input and output of the Model Transformation is a
model. This allows us to use the output of one Model Transformation as the input for
another. Such a combination of Model Transformations makes it possible to break
complex evolution steps apart and address them individually. On the other hand it is
possible to aggregate and chain independent Model Transformations.

Model Traceability. Resulting model elements are on a lower abstraction level. All
required information is already part of the existing model in a different
representation. No further trace information, desirable to trace requirements and
analyze change impact, is required in addition to the Model Transformation
specification. The resulting elements can always be re-generated, if the input model
and the algorithm are preserved.

In summary we propose a practical, gradual approach that automates part of the
evolution of a model and can be applied incrementally and for subsets of the model
(Recursive Modeling). As the Model Transformation is applicable to all abstraction
levels of the software development process, it extends the transformational design
approach described in [26] to all development stages. New model elements can be
created unobtrusively or temporary, as in the example of StateLator. This is suitable,
if the Model Transformation results in completely generated executable code (in
conjunction with other fully automated steps such as code generation and
compilation). On the other hand it is possible to create new permanent and visible
model elements. This is suitable, if the model elements need to be further processed
through manual elaboration. Hence, the Model Transformation complements the
elaborational approach in as far as both can coexist as part of the same process in any
order. We point out though that the intertwined application of the elaborational and
transformational approach requires the ability a) to identify automatically created
model elements, b) to identify invalidated (i.e. inappropriately manually modified)
elaborated model elements and c) to preserve elaborated elements, that are not
invalidated.

3.2   Object Constraint Language as a Specification Language

 OCL, which is part of the UML specification [23] is used to specify semantics as
constraints that cannot (or cannot easily) be expressed visually through UML
diagrams. The goal is to provide the various roles involved in the software
development process, from analyst (to specify semantics) to programmer (to provide
an implementation that fulfills the specified semantics), with a common language to
define sufficiently precise semantics about the modeled domain [27].

We feel a natural approach to look at the output of a Model Transformation is as
set of post conditions that need to be fulfilled by the resulting model. The primary
aspect of the Model Transformation approach is the specification, i.e. the definition of
the resulting model, and not the computation, i.e. the execution of the transformation.
It is possible, as shown in Table 2 for a sub-function, to extend this “Design By
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Contract” view to determine the applicability of a Model Transformation by a set of
pre-conditions that must be fulfilled by the input model. From this specification
viewpoint, OCL is well suited to describe the transformation. Further, OCL provides
easy access and navigability along the model and meta model element associations. In
addition, with its standardization as part of UML, it is becoming more widespread in
the modeling community. This is important as the flexibility to experiment with
different variations of a Model Transformation depends on the effort to modify the
specifications. OCL is easy to learn and is established as a standard. It is used across
the development process by various roles and therefore every role is able to define the
specification for a Model Transformation.

Some limitations in the semantics of OCL have been identified [28]. Further, OCL
is an expression and not a programming language. It is not possible to write program
logic or flow control in OCL (see as well [29]). Although it is possible to represent
some computational aspect in OCL, we find that there are more suitable imperative
programming languages, which provide features such as iterations, selections, etc.. It
would be possible to combine or embed the OCL specifications in such a language,
comparable to the evolution of SQL. Further, we do not exclude that for very
complex Model Transformations the pre and post conditions can be related to each
other through more powerful techniques such as rule based engines. None of these
considerations, though, eliminate the need for the specification aspect, hence our
preferred usage of OCL. Some of the limitations and problems listed have already
been addressed in [24]. Further [3],provides an approach to a formal meta model for
OCL, resolving some of the semantic ambiguities. These probably will be reflected in
revision 2. of the UML.

3.3   Further Examples for the Model Transformation

In addition to StateLator, we experimented with the Model Transformation approach
in a number of areas. In general we inferred the applicability from the repeatable and
mechanistic aspect of a process step. The following sections enumerate briefly other
areas of application on different abstraction levels.

“Business Model” to “System Model” Transformation. [31] describes a simple
algorithm to identify information system use cases from the business model. If the
business model is captured in a UML model, we can use a Model Transformation to
perform these steps automatically and create a first set of resulting system use cases
from the business model.

“Use Case Realizations” Creation. [19], section “Tool Mentor”, describes how to
derives use case realizations, a representation of the design perspective of a use case,
from a use case. The base part of this process is fairly mechanistic and lends itself to
be captured in a Model Transformation.

Event Distribution Mechanism. Through defined stereotypes of a Dependency,
<<publish>> and <<subscribe>>, we provide a set of base functionality to integrate
with the protocol of a messaging service.
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These examples should point out, that the applicability of Model Transformation is
not limited to the abstractions of low level design and implementation. In addition its
usage is not directly related to patterns as in the case of StateLator. Nevertheless, we
recognize that the likelihood for applicability and effectiveness is related to the ability
to carry out a large number of steps mechanically. This tends to be more often the
case for lower abstraction levels.

4   Conclusions and Future Work

 Models are created in the software development process as intermediate abstractions
on different levels between the domain and the executing code as the final
deliverable. The speed and the quality of the evolution relate directly to the software
project turnaround. Any transformation, i.e. automation of the evolution, of models
towards a lower level of abstraction contributes to those requirements. We have
shown that the Model Transformation mechanism can be used to perform such a
transformation. In contrast to other transformational approaches, it is gradual and can
be applied on all abstraction levels captured by the UML. Individual instances of the
Model Transformation can be combined to produce more complex ones. The last two
characteristics result from the fact that the input and output of the Model
Transformation is a UML model. In a UML model a Model Transformation waives
the requirement for traceability as the trace information is represented by the
specification of the transformation and the order of their application. However, we
have no illusions, that our approach will eliminate procedural or tool supported
consistency management, specifically where it is combined with elaboration. As long
as elaboration of a model is required, the Model Transformation mechanism is able to
coexist with it. We have indicated potential difficulties that need to be resolved. As a
suitable specification language for a Model Transformation we have suggested OCL.
The main aspect of the transformation is a specification that defines what the
requirements for the resulting model are and not how it is created. OCL provides
enough formalism to capture this specification unambiguously in addition to its ease
of use and practical acceptance as part of the UML standard. We recommend, though,
that it should be embedded into a base control flow language. With StateLator we
have presented one instance of the Model Transformation in detail, including a
prototype implementation. It provides a complete behavioral code generation in Java
and C++ for a class, that is specified by a StateMachine. This allowed us to verify
some of the general aspects of the Model Transformation approach. We further
conclude that a translational approach in general requires powerful repository based
modeling tools to capture detailed complex semantics.

For StateLator we are looking to complete missing aspects of the UML
StateMachine, as tools start to support them and the integration of inheritance [31].
Further, we elaborate our examples for higher UML abstraction layers. With the
advent of the XMI specification [33], a stream based model interchange format,
which is based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Model Transformation
tools can share a standard exchange format with the modeling tools. As the first
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vendors start to support this format, we are currently looking to provide an
implementation that is independent of a proprietary API, such as Rose, but instead is
based on XMI. Direct support for OCL as a specification language for the Model
Transformation is part of our target architecture, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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 Fig. 5. A tool architecture that allows to integrate the Model Transformation into the standard
development process
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